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 Penh wants me dead. I’ll give him the 
chance to do the job himself. I’ve crossed paths 
with the Binh Xuyen Syndicate in the past. 
Penh and I were predators. When I got off that 
boat in Bangladesh, I was changed. By the time 
I made it to Saigon for the first time, I was an 
animal. Just like him.
 I rev the bike and gear up as the power 
of Italian engineering roars between my legs. 
The streets of Saigon are built for motorcycles. 
I cut across lanes of pedestrians, drivers and 
livestock. I let a pack of children with a goat 
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cross, then make my way out of the old town 
and towards downtown. I’m in no hurry. There’s 
only Penh left.   
 Two hours ago, three interlopers had 
come to my hotel room. I broke the first one’s 
jaw as I was opening the door. The second I 
struck in the liver with a pointed finger tech-
nique, inducing vomiting. The third was draw-
ing a pistol, so I disabled his arm and then 
killed him with a blow upwards into the nose. I 
dragged the only man capable of conversation 
to the bathroom, where I bleached his eyeballs 
until he talked. Penh.    
 Penh knew I had tailed him. Now he 
wanted me dead. He thought I was after the six 
million in gold bullion he had in his safe. This 
wasn’t true. I’d been fronted a handsome ad-
vance to eliminate a rogue gangster in Saigon. 
I didn’t realize it was Penh until I landed and 
received my briefing. That we know each other 
at all is a cosmic coincidence. I’m here to do wet 
work, not steal heavy things. And make no mis-
take, six million in gold bullion is heavy.  
 In the hotel car park I was ambushed 
by six more men. My thrown bike helmet oblit-
erated the largest man’s face. The other men 
backed up. I drew a tire iron from a holster on 
the side of my bike. The tough leather of my 
gloves grunted and gripped the metal. By the 
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time I was done with them they weren’t getting 
up. A few of them might even walk again. I left 
one conscious. He thought he was tough. Af-
ter he watched me step on his eyeball, he gave 
up the goods. His story, and the guy’s upstairs, 
they matched. I started my bike and was gone, 
on my way out of old town.  
 Madness must have found Penh. The 
overwhelming power of living outside the law 
and all the bloodshed that goes with it warping 
his sense of reality. Gold does not easily trav-
el, and there are few places where it is available 
these days. Penh had money without account-
ability and had lived as such. When a person 
deals in the lawless product of poppies, it is his 
soul that endures taxation.   
 Tires spit dust off the stone tiled alley 
and I pull over. I affix the suppressor to my 
Glock20 10mm semi auto.  My associate Jaques 
had given it to me a year ago in Myanmar. I 
learned of this unassuming weapon’s stopping 
power when Jaques and I were confronted by 
a tiger, while on our way to escort a diamond 
caravan. One Smith & Wesson .40 hollowpoint 
later and the beast was dead in mid air. To end 
something so noble felt a waste. But it was me 
or him and I do not trade in nobility, only death. 
So few are we now in this world, the Tiger and 
I, no longer simple animals, we’d become pred-
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ators, hunters.      
I strap the gun to my hip, leave my jacket with 
the bike, and pick up my knife. It is a Binakuko, 
a traditional blade from the south Philippines, 
where my family is. It has seen much blood. It 
will see Penh’s blood before this day is through. 
I place the blade into its scabbard, which I strap 
to the leg opposite the gun.    
I climb nine stories outside an apartment build-
ing a block away from Penh’s penthouse. From 
here I start to traverse the low rises of the Saigon 
skyline. It shouldn’t take me long. This is easy 
moving and dusk is coming in. I am a smudge 
on the edge of the horizon, a trick of the light 
that you are never quite sure is there. I became 
a ghost when I was put onto that boat. Before 
that I was soft, and thinking I was hard. I drew 
blood in venal competition. I followed no letter 
of law. I was a hardened man in an easy land, but 
I was never as alone as I was on that boat. I had 
never been as isolated within myself as when I 
was on the boat. Two months in darkness sur-
rounded by wails of starvation, and the smells 
of sepsis and excrement. For those two months 
I meditated on the suffering in the world, tem-
pering my mind with the pain of hunger and  
isolation. When the boat landed in Bangladesh 
and I stepped into the sun, I was a different 
man. I had been stripped of everything except 
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my flesh and mind. I had been reduced to a se-
ries of instinctive reactions. I became primal. 
Moving across the country doing what I had to. 
Then I met Penh.   
 He was working for the Binh Xuyen 
Syndicate. Steal and cheat. Kill anyone that got 
in the way. I was still carving a reputation from 
a pound of flesh and was only a spare man on a 
crew that he was running. We smuggled weap-
ons out of Cambodia. Penh’s leadership did not 
extend invitation to doubt. His mercy was as 
absent as his faith in any lord. His actions pugi-
listic. Violence made him feared. Heroin made 
him powerful. I took my money and moved 
on, trying to return to the Philippines. I heard 
that he had married and that his wife was with 
child. In recent years he had been made an un-
touchable and had been retired from the duty of 
active crime. But early retirement wasn’t good 
enough for Penh. He had begun to operate 
rackets again, outside his old contemporaries’ 
purview. Without sentiment, I had been hired. 
  When I reach Penh’s building I 
catch a ride on an exterior elevator that takes 
me all but the entire way to the thirty third floor. 
I monkey around to a ventilation shaft that, if 
my intel is correct, will lead me to the kitchen. 
In minutes, I’m there. The kitchen is big. There 
is a dog who stirs as I cross the room. I calm it 
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and bring it to the pantry, where I lock it inside. 
I inspect the kitchen for height and width. I do 
some quick calculations and then go to the oven 
and cut open the gas line. I have twenty five 
minutes.    
 He stands with his back to me as I enter 
from the darkness. My pistol is levelled at his 
head. My reflection in the window comes into 
focus.    
 He turns around. Time has not treated 
him well. He was a squared man when I met 
him, now he has the presentation of a miser.
 “Did you make it back to the  
Philippines?”
 I nod. He smiles.
 “The only courtesy I will give you is that 
you will die by my hand,” I say, holstering my 
gun.
 “You dare on this hallowed ground? 
What of my family?”
 “They are already dead.”
 His face goes blank. I have spared the 
world another boy who becomes a man cursed 
with vengeance and madness.
 “Their passing was gentle. You will 
receive no such mercy.”
 To practice deceit and court honour is 
a haunted life. The only thing that is righteous 
and truly just is death. When you die, that is 
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you being served justice.
 “You should have got out of Saigon, 
Penh. You could have been halfway around the 
world if you cared to be.”
 “Enough!” he screeches. “We finish this 
now!”
 He descends into a Vo That Bin Dinh 
defensive stance. He wants to fight a reserved 
south central style. I shall meet him with Yaw-
Yan, and overwhelm him.   
 He attempts a Mirrored Pond strike. 
His technique is still sharp. But he is old.
        I counter with Nine Eyed Cobra,  
my leg arching high and then pulling down 
into a pendulum motion, the momentum 
of which I put into an overhand punch 
that busts open Penh’s face. The blood 
pours and the affected area begins to swell.
 He pounces forward with a flurry of 
blind punches and I drop before springing 
back up with a heavy knee that caves in his 
sternum. He stutters backwards and I feint, he 
falls for it. With a broken arrow strike I gouge 
the nerve clusters just above his armpits, par-
alyzing his arms while he stands on dead legs. 
I draw the Binakuko from its scabbard on my 
leg and look into the eyes of a man at his end. A 
man who could have been like the Tiger and I;  
Not just Animals. Not mere Predators. Hunters.  
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Instead he remained an animal, and became a 
vile wretch.   
 By the time I am on the ground, the 
penthouse is on fire. By the time the fire is out, 
I’m not in Saigon anymore.
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 “It’s got to be now.” said Jacques over 
the sat phone.
 Lazlo was awake. The phone had wo-
ken him. He placed his earbud communicator 
into his ear and sat up in bed rubbing his eyes. 
He put both feet on the ground and started to 
stretch while Jacques briefed him.
 “It’s those mother-fuckers in the SAS, 
they’re going to move in the next six hours. The 
call came in fifteen minutes ago and our cli-
ent authorized payment. You’re going to need 
to meet your ride to the insertion point at the  

Dark 
Continent
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airfield. I’ve delayed an American Hercules on 
a shuttle run from the Congo to Dakar and it’s 
waiting for you. Call me back when you’re on 
your way to the airfield and I’ll finish the brief-
ing. Oh yes, you’re going to be HALO jump-
ing from twelve hundred feet, so make sure 
you wear long underwear, and bring your pa-
ra-suit.” laughed Jacques before Lazlo hung up 
on him.
 Lazlo stopped stretching and went to-
wards his two black luggage bags and opened 
them. Giraffes told jokes while hyenas laughed 
in the distance. From the first bag, Lazlo re-
moved a pair of black pants, a black t-shirt and 
a black custom leather jacket. He put them all 
on along with a pair of black boots, which had 
black titanium plates reinforcing the toe, rim 
and tread, metatarsal and heel. 
 He lit a cigarette took, two drags and 
rested it in an ashtray. Then he opened his 
second bag. From it he drew a telescoping  
baton, and a pair of 9mm CZ Phantoms, a ul-
tra light Czech handgun. Three eight oz sem-
tex breaching chargeswith adhesive and remote  
detonator. Last he picked up his favour-
ite butterfly knife. He installed his weapons 
into their proper pockets inside his leath-
er jacket. Armed, he then ratcheted his 
high speed re-deployable parachut pack to 
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the kevlar reinforced frame of his jacket. 
Then he drank a glass of milk, picked up his  
motorcycle helmet, gloves and keys and went 
outside. He primed and started his Zero MMX 
electric dirt-bike. Aside from the rip and rustle 
of the tires, he was a silent bullet in the night. 
Once on the road to the airfield he keyed up 
the com function in his helmet and called back 
Jacques.
 “Ok you’re going to be dropping in just 
above the Nigerian encampment where they’re 
holding the schoolgirls hostage, what the SAS 
don’t know is that there is a barracks three miles 
out from the encampment. It is backed and op-
erated by the the same regime that we encoun-
tered running blood diamonds out of Uganda. 
The men who used the child soldiers. General 
Chidubem, escaped you that time but you’re 
going to get another shot at him. Our briefings 
indicate that he’s here supervising this barracks. 
The extremists are claiming they’ve converted 
the School Girls; they are a valuable card. At 
the first sign of problem, or if Chidubem gets a 
whiff of the stink on the limey, he will bring the 
child soldiers, likely armed with Ak’s, into the 
camp. When the so called special forces strike 
team comes, lot of kids are going to end up 
dead. What the British know, and why they’re 
making a move right now is that at least five 
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of these girls are carrying a natural anti-body 
which kidnapped foreign aid workers, funded 
by the Vatican, are claiming can treat the HIV 
AIDS epidemic. That’s why they’re moving on 
it. That’s why you’re moving faster. Everyone 
else is fucking it up and they need one person 
to get it right. That’s the mission from God.  
Papal commission says; keep the kids alive, 
kill these narrow minded pigs, and let the Brits 
take the credit for it. If there’s an international  
incident, I won’t be able to extract you. Our 
clients wants those girls alive, if the SAS takes 
them out of there that’s fine, but we don’t get 
paid if we have children’s blood on our hands.”
 Lazlo revved his bike and geared up as 
he ripped across the last stretch of open grass-
land, drifting the bike into a stop next to an 
already running Hercules freighter jet. Lazlo 
moved towards the roaring jet as the back doors 
opened for him and a small platoon of soldier’s 
watched as he rode the bike aboard the plane 
and killed it’s silent engine. He kept his helmet 
on and sat next to a soldier, putting on his seat-
belt while continuing to listen to Jacques.
 “Our intel says the Barracks is only 
moderately guarded. They’ve been enforcing 
their will on the children, ten to sixteen years 
old, through heroin addiction. Most of these 
children will be located in a bunkhouse that 
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has been converted to a prison cell. They are all 
boys. If you can get in close enough you could 
eliminate the guards and lights in the towers 
first. From there, you’ve got a clear shot at our 
old friend General Chidubem, who has at least 
ten different bounties on his head. Don’t for-
get the pictures, and DNA evidence. We’ll have 
to decide which reward to collect. You care for 
a stay in Brazil? See some good fights. You’re 
twenty minutes out. Stay, how you say, frosty? 
I’ll be with you until you pull your chute.”
 Lazlo tapped at the side of his helmet 
and the line went dead. When he was five min-
utes out from the drop zone, an alarm went in 
his earpiece and he moved forward as one of 
the soldiers, a Lieutenant, handed him an air 
canister adaptor for his helmet. He tested the 
breathing apparatus. Then he gave the officer 
a thumbs up, tossed him the keys to his bike, 
and made his way to the rear of the Hercules 
freighter which began to open it’s ramping bay 
door. Watching his countdown from a heads up 
display inside his helmet, Lazlo waited until he 
was five seconds out from the drop zone before 
taking a running jump out of the airplane. 
 “I’ve uploaded the map of the area to 
your databank, you should be able to find a way 
from the barracks to the encampment. If you 
don’t? It’s not far out, you could always run.” 
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said Jacques in the last transmission Lazlo 
would receive. Lazlo hated running. 
 After 35 seconds of free-fall diving,  
Lazlo was traveling at 160 feet per second. The 
dark treetop canopy came rushing towards him, 
but he staved off the twitching desire to pull his 
chute too soon. After 40 seconds he deployed his 
custom chute and brought it in tight, skimming 
the tree tops and maintaining altitude with the 
specialized glider controls. He rode on the air 
a half kilometre into the jungle, the GPS map 
on his helmet screen guiding him towards the  
barracks. From his vantage point in the air he 
saw the complex and began to line himself up 
with the north-most guard tower. Lazlo tapped 
at the side of his helmet again and his entire  
visual array shifted to thermal. He withdrew 
a wireless device from his jacket pocket and  
began to use a digital zoom camera mounted  
inside his helmet to survey the area. Counting, 
as he drifted closer, it appeared that there was 
at least one sentinel guard atop each tower and, 
shifting to standard night vision mode, he ob-
served that none were equipped with anything 
heavier than kalashnikovs. He still had a great 
deal of height on the first tower and he prepared  
himself for engagement, the blackness of his 
chute hiding him in the night sky.
 Lazlo brought himself in for a soft land-
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ing atop the guard tower and let his chute fall 
around him. He activated the winch and self 
packing mechanism, which would compress 
the entire apparatus to the size and weight of 
a can of soda. Then he withdrew his butterfly 
knife and opened it, fitting the handle into a 
nock in his bike glove. The guard below him 
was easy pickings. Hanging upside down Lazlo 
dipatched the man with a swipe across the throat  
slicing open his windpipe and cutting through his  
carotid artery and jugular vein before dropping 
down into the tower. Lazlo broke the soldier’s 
neck, and dismantled his weapon before sur-
veying the rest of the compound with the dig-
ital zoom in his helmet. The other towers had 
guards but their attention was focused out rath-
er than in. Still they’d make for bad trouble if he 
just left them there. He painted digital decals on 
any potential targets using the heads up display 
in his helmet lens. Running between the towers 
was a piece of thick metal cabling supporting a 
tube of electrical wiring. Lazlo was silent as he 
leapt to this wire and began to make his way 
across it towards the next guard tower, his bal-
ance un-faltering as he danced across the line.
 The titanium plate on the side of Lazlo’s 
boot caved in the second guard’s skull with 
only a notch noise as Lazlo delivered a spin-
ning kick from a height achieved by launch-
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ing himself off the cable. He landed like a cat, 
careful not to let the dead man’s head bounce 
too loud off the ground. He similarly dis-
armed this corpse and then after taking cover 
turned his attention to the maps Jacques had 
uploaded to the hard drive inside his helmet.
 The imprisoned were located beneath 
him, in the stockades. Across the facility there 
appeared to be the trailer that was a makeshift 
HQ for the ranked officials of this slave soldier 
school. General Chidubem was sure to be in-
side. Adjacent to this, there were shipping can-
isters that were to be armoury and storage of 
sorts. Lazlo knew that it was not as simple as 
setting these children free; they weren’t chil-
dren anymore. No boy stood left among them. 
They had been subjected to the horrors of  
humanity that you and I couldn’t begin to  
stomach. They were not children anymore, 
and they would need to be given a purpose.  
Something simple to justify  their now haunted 
existences. 
 It didn’t take Lazlo long to design a 
fate for these torturous slavers. He started by  
terminating the remaining tower guards one at 
a time and all of them the instant after they had 
checked in on their communication systems. 
Lazlo reasoned this gave him thirty minutes to 
work within. Lazlo descended to the armoury, 
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which he pilfered for explosives. He then loaded 
up two 1940’s model Studebaker Army Trucks 
with a small arsenals as well as water, survival 
gear and rations. After this, he planted explo-
sives in both the armoury and storage containers.  
 Lazlo remained in the dark and explored 
the edges of light near the trailer. Inside the 
double wide several men, the child slavers, were  
smoking and playing cards while another was 
cooking something. They appeared to be in fine 
spirits and were not concerned. A radio played 
in the background. Then Lazlo heard one of 
them take a call speaking in Bantu.
 “Yes? They will try. ………No, we 
are ready. We will round these dogs up. The  
payment? Hrmm. Acceptable but I would have 
expected more. Well at least they will not out-
live their usefulness.” said a voice Lazlo recog-
nized as General Chidubem. “Retalliation? We 
will bring death to the West. From the jungle 
and the dark the devils will find their demise.” 
          Lazlo adjusted the environmental censor 
in his helmet and piggy-backed in on the Gen-
eral’s call.
 “You have the new Ebola strain?” came 
a voice Lazlo did not recognize. He began re-
cording the call to analyze later.
 “We have it.”
 “Is it safe?”
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 “It is.”
 “Make sure you leave some of them 
alive.”
 “It will be planted with care. On one of 
our soldiers, slain or not, we will deliver the dis-
eases to those that they have sent to destroy us. 
The rest of it we will be taking to remove the 
journalists in Lagos.”
 “Excellent, General, and of the girls?”
 “We keep them. For ourselves.”
  Lazlo didn’t need to hear anymore 
but he kept listening anyway, while he  
circled around to the front end of the trailer. 
He attached an explosive charge to the large 
propane tank that fed the stove inside. He 
waited until the men had grown complacent. 
Then he took cover ten meters away from the  
trailer before detonating the explosives he’d set 
in the armoury and storage containers. Flames  
began to rise. The General came running out 
of the trailer, while the other men began to 
dart across the grounds towards the fire. Lazlo 
came at the men from the darkness, a shadow. 
He lit up the bewildered slavers with the 9mm  
Phantoms. While they died, the General tried 
to turn his shotgun on Lazlo but he would 
have been too slow even in his dreams. Lazlo 
was spinning through the air in a flip meant to 
avoid the shotgun blast. He had embraced his  
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rotations and delivered a kick to the Gener-
al that broke four ribs and exploded a kidney.  
Lazlo landed on his feet and Chidubem dropped 
to the ground, looking up at the masked man 
who he had already escaped once before. 
 “You…” he choked.
 Lazlo didn’t say anything, instead 
drawing the telescoping baton from inside his  
jacket and extending it to the satisfactory sound 
of metal on metal. Then he really went to work 
on the General. After extracting most of the 
man’s teeth, breaking six fingers and busting 
his kneecaps; Chidubem told Lazlo where he 
was keeping the Ebola. It was in the trailer, 
under the sink in a canister that appeared to 
have a detonator. Lazlo defused the device and  
withdrew a pair of aluminum cylinders. Lazlo 
wrapped them with a torn curtain and placed 
them a closable pocket in his jacket. Then he 
returned to the General in the yard. He’d made 
it about ten feet. Lazlo cut off his ear and took a 
picture of his bloodied face with the camera on 
his helmet.
 The General had taunted the captured 
children, when Lazlo had seen him last. Using a 
blood diamond and hammer he had killed many  
of the captives parents, in a full procession of 
 death.
 When the cages of the recruited chil-
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dren opened it was without notice. So much 
so that if one of the delirious boys hadn’t fall-
en against the door he might not have even 
known it was open. But as he stumbled into the  
corridor of the stockade the other boys took  
notice and rose to their feet. The lights in the 
hallway began to turn on, and before long they 
were all making their way upstairs. Then they 
heard the latest explosion. The brick around 
them rumbled and they all stopped in their 
tracks as several more detonations occurred. 
When they reached the compound’s ground 
level they saw burning storage containers, 
and a half exploded trailer. On the ground 
were dead bodies. The night air, all cloud and  
vapour, glowing from the light of the flames. 
Then they saw the figure, the man with the  
helmet walking out of the fires, dragging  
General Chidubem by his jacket. He was bleed-
ing and gasping for air. This man in black 
brought General Chidubem to the boys and 
then raised his bloodied toothless face to them.
 “Tell them.” Said the masked man 
speaking bantu.
 General Chidubem drooled blood and 
whimpered, and then the man in black shook 
him then punched him in the face very hard.
 “I am not your master anymore. You are 
f-free-. I am not y-your master, you are free.” 
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General Chidubem stuttered to speak at all and 
then was silenced as the blade of Lazlo’s knife 
pushed through the back of his neck and out his 
throat. Chidubem died, his face in the dirt along 
with his blood.
 Lazlo turned to walk away from the 
boys. The real threat had been neutralized. 
With no slavers to drive them and no secret  
virus upon them, the boys would not reach the 
encampment. Lazlo turned to see that a few of 
the Liberated Child Soldiers had begun to fol-
low him. The fire roared around them, the dan-
ger of the jungle and the night sizzling in the air.
 “Who are you?” exclaimed a small 
frightened boy.
 “I represent the shadows and I have 
come to claim justice from evil men.” said  
Lazlo, turning on his heel to face the group.
 The group of them stirred, and shrunk 
from Lazlo, his silhouette immense from the 
roar of the gasoline fires.
 “What are we to do?” exclaimed a boy, 
taller than the rest.
 “Survive…and…be good.” He replied, 
gesturing towards the vehicles which he’d load-
ed down with supplies.
 Somewhere in the night the beasts 
roared and the winds began to pick up. Laz-
lo turned from the boys, leaving them to their 
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own choices. Lazlo knew there were dangers 
abound, both human and animal. But at least 
their lives were their own to gamble now. Their 
virtues and fates unknown.
 Lazlo gunned the accelerator and shift-
ed up, mud and dirt shooting from beneath 
the tires of a commandeered jeep. He navigat-
ed, using the map on his HUD. His route led 
him a quarter mile from his destination, atop a 
bluff which was the backing wall of the hidden  
encampment. Lazlo put the jeep in park, killed 
the engine and made his way to the edge of the 
cliff to survey the scene of his objectives below.
 Six camouflaged vertical walled tents. 
Big ones. No lights. They were running a 
very tight crew from his observations. No sur-
prise, the location was supposed to be a secret.  
Lazlo stopped. The drop from this bluff was 
close to thirty feet. After that a hundred metres 
until the encampment.  Beneath him there was 
a buzz in the air. No doubt the kidnappers had 
heard the explosion in the distance and were 
now on high alert. He switched from night vi-
sion to thermal and began to digitally zoom in 
on the encampment. The School Girls were 
easy to find. They were grouped together and 
made for one big orange glow on his display; 
All their little hearts beating so fast. Ten men  
total were in the camp. Lazlo prepared his glider 
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chute for deployment and then backed the jeep 
up along the ridge-line. He got out of the jeep 
and applied a semtex breaching charge to the 
gas tank of the jeep. Then he double checked 
his chute and guns before getting into and start-
ing the vehicle. Using the seatbelt he set the ve-
hicle on a straightaway course for the edge of 
the cliff. He stayed in the driver’s seat until he 
could get it into third gear, then he stabbed the 
accelerator down with a hunting knife from the 
glove box and flipped out of the window onto 
the roof. As the vehicle approached the cliff La-
zlo readied himself into a crouched stance. 
 The jeep sailed over the edge of the cliff. 
It’s lights spinning and cutting through the 
muggy air, the tires whirring in space. Lazlo 
waited until he could feel the plunge in his stom-
ach before leaping from the roof of the vehicle,  
deploying his glider chute. Once the vehicle hit 
the ground and began tumbling through the 
trees he triggered the detonator. Petrol flame 
blew across a patch of the countryside, setting 
shrubbery ablaze while Lazlo sailed above, 
pulling back on his chute and attempting to 
maintain altitude as long as possible. Soon he 
became stuck in the trees and was forced to 
abandon his chute, dropping into the limbs of 
the jungle.
 He waited until he saw six men pass be-
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neath him, and then he moved forward. He ran 
through the canopy at an impressive speed, us-
ing the titanium plates on his boots to dig into 
the thick bark of the trees. Leaping and jumping, 
the plates biting tree bark while he displayed 
an expressed love of fluid motion through rural 
parkour. Before long, he was at the edge of the 
camp, ready to complete his mission.
 The School Girls were propaganda now. 
He knew that. Their fate, a parable of a dark 
continent fighting itself. A terrifying place of  
violence and horrors left untold and ignored. 
One of these kidnapped girls carried hope for 
her continents future. The battle against HIV 
was one that seemed to be in the the hands of 
the pharmaceutical companies who charged 
salvation starved people with a painful means 
to another sad end with nothing ever said of 
treating Africa. Not to mention the bad news 
that the Vatican was involved somehow. Laz-
lo didn’t know where this potential cure to the  
epidemic was going to come from, who was 
going to produce it, how much it was going 
to cost. But that wasn’t his job. His job was to 
preserve the possibility of that happening. The 
Extremists didn’t even know what they were 
holding. How big a bargaining chip they really 
had. In the hard dark reality those girls were 
spoils of war as much as the young men he’d 
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sent out into the night. They were propagan-
da for everyone involved. For the Extremists it 
was a way to show the power of their god and 
how he can purify even those who have been  
corrupted by western teachings. For the Politi-
cos of the West, it was ammunition to use against 
radicals as a whole; they didn’t really care what 
happened to the girls. If enough journalists and 
foreign aid workers died, then someone could 
start a coalition to bomb these people back to 
the stone age. Lazlo didn’t give a shit one way 
or the other. He knew what his job was, the  
politics didn’t interest him.
 Lazlo vaulted from a tree limb into 
the air and over the fence of the encamp-
ment and then caught a vine, sliding his way 
to the ground, and taking off in a full on 
sprint through the encampment. He drew his 
his Phantoms, thumbed the safeties to off and  
continued his hunt. He switched half his hel-
met’s display to thermal vision and took cover 
beside a set of tents. Looking inside his displays  
registered two male human heat signatures and 
heart rates. Lazlo aimed his guns at the pair of 
bodies, who appeared to be eating something, 
and fired six shots, three from each gun. One 
headshot, double tap to the chest. His weapons 
made their explosive cracks in the night and 
there was a stirring inside the encampment. 
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The men who had passed Lazlo had no doubt 
heard those shots and they would be on their 
way back to camp in a matter of minutes. The 
other pair of adult male heat signatures inside 
the encampment were heading towards the tent 
that housed the schoolgirls. Lazlo holstered his 
guns while maintaining a silent sprint through 
the camp, bringing up the rear of the tent hold-
ing the hostages. 
  
He waited for the men to enter the tent. He 
waited until they had secured it. He waited 
for them to split up. One of them was going 
to see what had happened. One would remain  
inside the tent. Lazlo went through the back of 
the tent using his knife, making a smooth cut 
through the dark green canvas. The girls did 
not say a thing. They might never be sure that 
they had even seen anything. Lazlo stayed in 
the shadows to move, but his footsteps began to 
rustle the ground. The guard turned just in time 
to see the knife flying through the air before he 
felt it enter his throat. He fell without a scream, 
gasping for air. Lazlo came over and broke his 
neck with a deft kick. The kick sent Lazlo’s knife 
into the air and he caught it before he turned to 
the schoolgirls. He raised a shushing finger to 
his masked face, and closed the door of the tent. 
By the time the men returned from survey-
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ing the exploded jeep, Lazlo had found a  
Ruger Sr-762 semi-automatic rifle. Using the 
iron sights, he dispatched all of the men in a  
matter of seconds. The encampment was 
secured. Lazlo explored and found not much 
other than another jeep and  a Yamaha YZ 
250 dirtbike. No doubt there would be more  
fanatic disciples, but for now, the area was 
secured. The SAS were inbound to find  
that their dirty work had been done for them, 
and without the expense of a bunch of dead 
kids. Lazlo remained in the shadows, making  
sure nothing went in or out of the School Girl’s 
tent until he spotted those bastards making their  
sloppy insertion up the river. He had prepared  
the ebola with a message so obvious that  
hopefully no one would become contaminat-
ed. He dropped from the trees and fired up the  
peppy two stroke motorcycle. He revved the 
engine, and shot off down the hillside towards 
the inlet that would lead to the ocean and his  
extraction point. 
 The next day the papers would say noth-
ing of anything. It would be six days before the 
media outlets would receive confirmation of the 
extraction of the Nigerian School Girls. When 
the story did break, the SAS were the heroes. 
The imperative to stop human right’s violations 
had become a hot button issue in the western 
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world but would, soon be forgotten due to the 
upcoming World Cup. By the time the story hit, 
Lazlo had just made it to Rio via a flight out of 
Lagos. 
 “How was your flight?” asked Jacques 
over the secure sat-com line.
 “Long enough.”
 “You’re staying at the Marriot. The  
reservation is under Rico Rodruigez.”
 “Thanks Jacques, are you coming down 
here?”
 “But of course. I fly out in six hours.”
 There was a pause.
  “Lazlo, what happened to the 
General?” asked Jacques.
 “He got better than he deserved. I’ll 
send you the evidence.”
 “And the children?”
 “I let them decide,” replied Lazlo. 
“Goodnight Jacques.”
 He hung up and flagged down a taxi.
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 Lazlo & Jacques enjoyed Brazil for dif-
ferent reasons. Lazlo liked going to the fights. 
Jacques liked the women. Good thing the two 
men’s tastes went hand in hand, or the pair may 
never have spent much leisure time togeth-
er. Lazlo and Jacques had met at a fight club 
much like this one, but many years ago and 
two continents away. Lazlo had been a fight-
er then. Fighting for his life. Jacques had been 
a gambler. Jacques was the only person Lazlo 
had met who could speak english. Lazlo was the 
only person Jacques had known who he’d nev-

Mark  
of the  

Demon
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er seen lose a fight. 
 “So you never want to get in the ring 
again? We could go hustle Cambodia.”
 “That’s not my hustle anymore. Besides, 
there’s no one left to fight.”
 “You’re sure about that?”
 Lazlo lit a cigarette and waved for a beer 
vendor to bring them a pair of green bottles.  They 
watched as the two new combatants squared 
off. They were capoeira fighters. The music 
began and the two combatants danced back 
and forth, attempting to stay on the other’s 
rhythm or leave themselves exposed. Lazlo 
enjoyed watching capoeira, and was even 
fond of utilizing some off the high speed kicks  
practiced in the process. The fights would be 
good. They were skilled, but there was as much 
exhibition in them as there was compete. 
 “That’s play. I work.” said Lazlo hand-
ing Jacques a beer, looking down into the 
pit, the combatants spinning and rolling in  
aggressive patterns.
 Jacques laughed,“Lazlo when was the 
last time you had a real fight on your hands?”
 “When was the last time you didn’t pay 
for it?”
 Jacques laughed and clapped Lazlo on 
the shoulder, leaving him alone to watch the 
fight, and beckoning for the pretty girls across 
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the aisle to come sit with them.
 The Penthouse suite at the Marriot 
looked out on the ocean where the sun had long 
since gone down. A large moon reflected on the 
sea. It was three in the morning. Jacques had 
invited the Ladies he’d met at the fight back 
to the suite. Then the champagne popped and 
there was caviar and cocaine. Now, hours later, 
they continued to party, properly plied every-
which-way. Jacques was satisfied with this eve-
ning and was on his way to the kitchen for an-
other bottle of Moet & Chandon Dom Perignon 
White Gold  when he noticed the blinking light 
coming from his mobile device on the kitchen 
countertop.
         On the roof, beneath the moonlight, Lazlo 
practiced his off time double hand rolls with a 
pair of nunchaku. Jacques came up the steps 
wearing a bath robe, the wind ripping across 
his face and blowing his groomed widows peak 
out of place. Lazlo stopped the hand rolls and 
began a full kata exercise with the weapons.
 “Hey, we’ve got a job.” Called the 
inebriated Frenchman.
 Lazlo continued his kata, and Jacques 
sat down on the edge of the steps to the roof, 
retrieving the bottle of bubbly from the pocket 
of his robe.
 “You will catch a boat to an island off the 
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coast of Santos. There, a wealthy businessman 
named Caiman will be hosting a tournament of 
fighters.” said Jacques .
 Lazlo groaned aloud but continued his 
kata. 
 “Once there, you’ll be investigating the 
grounds and the manor for chemical weapons. 
If you find them, neutralize them and anyone 
that gets in your way. Contact me on the sat 
phone when things go to shit and I’ll extract 
you with the gunship chopper you bought from 
those Argentinians at the airport. ”

 “I told you that was a good investment,” 
stated Lazlo while he tossed the chucks in off 
time flips behind his back, while alternating 
spinning kicks like he’d seen the fighters do that 
day.
 Lazlo thought fight island tournaments 
were trite, and not worth the time it took to 
get to there. There was never a tournament 
champion, the victories hollow and pointless.
 “That may be, but at job’s a job,” said 
Jacques. 
 “How much?”
 “Five million, plus expenses.”
 “Who’s the hire?”
“A Broker, contracting work for who I think 
is the United States Government, but I can’t 
be sure. They’ve working through six verified  
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mirrors, and they’ll pay double our asking.”
 “So when am I outta here?” asked  
Lazlo.
 “Eight hours. The clothes on your back 
are all you can bring. No motorcycle. No weap-
ons. Only the sat phone.”
 “Hnn,” grunted Lazlo as he finished his 
routine.
 Jacques reached out, offering him the 
bottle of champagne. Lazlo took it.
 “Try to enjoy yourself. After this we’ll 
be on vacation through next year. The Nigeria 
job paid well, but this is something easy. Put us 
over the edge while you’re on top of your game, 
mon frere,” said Jacques.
 “Un-armed?” said Lazlo wiping the 
wine from his lips.
 Jacques tilted his head and smiled, “I’m 
sure you’ll think of something.”
 “Yeah, it’s not my first rodeo.”

*****

 The boat would leave for the island 
soon. Jacques was awake, ready and waiting 
in the hotel lobby to take Lazlo to the docks.  
Lazlo wore his motorcycle jacket, black jeans 
and his boots. They drove out in Jacques’ Audi 
R8, and arrived at the docks twenty minutes  
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before sunrise.
 “How are you feeling?” asked Jacques.
 “Fine.”
 “I don’t have to tell you to be careful.”
 “No, you don’t. Just be ready with the 
chopper and some hardware for when this 
whole thing goes to hell.” said Lazlo as he 
opened the car and lit a cigarette.
 Jacques opened his door as well and 
both of them got out to smoke in silence, the 
early morning fog rolling in off the water and 
the horns of various shipping freighters moan-
ing in the background. Lazlo finished his smoke 
and stamped out the butt. As the sun began to 
peek over the horizon, Lazlo made out twenty 
four men in an array of sizes walking down the 
pier towards them. 
 “Your ride?”
 “My competition.” 
 The men kept their distance and before 
long someone had come along to collect them. 
Lazlo and Jacques shook hands. Lazlo followed 
behind the men, some of whom engaged in con-
versation with each other. Lazlo took a good 
look at their faces and then closed off a portion 
of his consciousness, focusing on accessing the 
Interpol dossiers he’d been memorizing in his 
sleep for the past six months. Their steward was 
not unkind but kept most mute as he ushered 
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them up the gangplank of a yacht. Lazlo wasn’t 
fond of boats, but the steward assured them it 
would be a short ride. Once aboard they were 
led to a dining hall with a spread of fine foods 
and alcohol. From here they were left to their 
own devices.
 Lazlo had a plate of chicken wings and 
beer, followed by a cigarette out on the deck 
while the other men spoke amongst themselves 
and tried to get under each other’s skin. Lazlo 
would sooner have no part of it. He’d hate to kill 
anyone before they reached the island. On the 
off chance he enjoyed the company of one of the 
men, it would be a shame when he inevitably 
had to watch them die, or be his death. Instead 
he began to identify the men. The information 
he’d retrieved from the depths of his temporal 
lobe had allowed him to make four of them. 
 
 Rupert Zmeck: billionaire philanthropist  
playboy, author, director, producer, publisher, 
inventor, engineer, black belt. Black Market. 
  
 Valeteri Mangutt: former heavyweight 
champion, was convicted of multiple rapes in 
the United States, but had been extradited back 
to Russia, from which he’s been operating hu-
man trafficking rackets and hard narcotics dis-
tribution out of Laos. 
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           Alberta Duke:  a Canadian ex-pat who spent 
most of his time inTexas or Mexico. Known for 
ties to Mexican and Columbian Cartels. Smug-
gled sugar and cigars for the Cubans. Wheel man 
and pilot who delivers illegal immigrants across  
international borders in many ingenious 
ways. Knife fighter and tough mother fucker.  

 The Last Man was only notable because 
he was so familiar. There was no file on him, 
but Lazlo felt an aura around him He remem-
bered him somehow. Lazlo had come across 
psychic encoding like this before; programming 
in language that made you forget it as soon as 
you read it. The man was too familiar. He was 
similar in size and build to Lazlo. Same race. 
He sported a thin moustache and goatee. Very 
peculiar.  
  
 The rest of the men were a bunch of 
washed up nobody hardbodies. Guys that had 
been contenders once. They varied in race and 
age, and Lazlo felt sure they were all tough 
enough, but they didn’t bother him. Mangutt, 
Zmeck, Duke, those guys were players, and be-
cause of that Lazlo could identify them. But the 
Last Man, the man he couldn’t place, he both-
ered Lazlo.
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*****
 Lazlo spun on his heel and from one foot 
launched into a backflip as the monstrous leg of 
Diarmada went whipping through the air. As 
Lazlo landed he let his toes dig into the sand 
beneath his feet before whipping his body and 
performing a meia lua de compasso, a capoeira 
spin kick. Midway through the kick, he let go 
of the sand he’d gathered with his toes, filling 
Diarmadas eyes with debris. As the big man 
stumbled backwards Lazlo continued with the 
momentum brought by his initial swing and 
carried through with the other leg. His foot 
clipped his opponent once and then, after an-
other full revolution, Lazlo obliterated the side 
of the man’s face, planting a perfect kick with 
the balls of his feet. Diarmada fell down. He 
didn’t get up. Lazlo bowed, left the ring and 
made his way to a boulder, part of a string that 
encircled the fight ring. The host of the fight, 
Caiman, looked on. He was a middle aged tan 
skinned man wearing a black t-shirt and sport-
ing large visible piercings. The piercings were 
made of teeth and bone. 
 Rupert Zmeck, the billionare, strode up 
beside Lazlo, leaning against the rocks drinking 
a margarita. He tossed Lazlo a rag, and Lazlo 
used it to wipe the blood off his foot. Zmeck 
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had already fought, and beaten his oppo-
nent using a efficient, if predictable white boy  
maneuver of throat ripping. When Lazlo was 
done wiping the blood off, Zmeck took a sip of 
his drink and spoke.
 “You’re quite good. Think you’ll survive 
the night?”
 “Will you?”replied Lazlo.
 “Ah, seems to be that you know how 
these things usually work.”
 “Sounds like I might want to kill you 
outright, unless you want to explain the spooky 
attitude.”
 “What I’m saying is why don’t we team 
up. Sure stand a lot better chance, the two of 
us against whatever happens? I can pay hand-
somely.”
 “You’re paranoid, I’m just here for the 
fights.”
 “What do you know about our host? 
Sorry what is your name?”
 “Lazlo, you’re Rupert Zmeck.”
 “Guilty.”
 “Probably.”
 “So you don’t know anything about  
Caiman?”
 Lazlo spat.
 “Maybe you’ve heard that he’s harbour-
ing some kind of weapon here. Reports might 
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have been that these were chemical weapons, 
perhaps biological. But I don’t think it’s those, I 
think that Caiman has discovered something far 
more destructive.”
 “Is that why you’re here? To tell guys 
like me about destructive secrets?”
 “I wanted to see the merchandise myself 
before I went through the effort to acquire it.”
 “Just how do you plan on doing that?”
 “I don’t know, name your price. You are 
the same man who assassinated Chief of Police 
in Baghdad and robbed the Vatican blind last 
year, so I feel assured that you don’t mind dirty 
work,” said Zmeck, taking a large gulp of his 
drink.
 Lazlo laughed, stood up, and began to 
walk away from the eccentric billionaire. The 
breach of his identity was something he didn’t 
like. If this soft-ass old man knew who he was, 
others were certain to know as well. He didn’t 
know what was going on. Typically he would 
have seen the crack in the scheme a quarter 
mile down the road. A hunter often must wait, 
and let things develop. This Lazlo knew.
 The Island was one volcano short of  
being a full blown lair. Stone paths and ruins 
were common amongst the island’s foliage, and 
all paths led to the great manor, built into the 
top of the hill. The fight ring was in the sand 
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down by the spit and the beach, encircled with 
giant obelisks and boulders. The fights had been  
going since noon and it was now three. Lazlo 
had been up since before dawn, running through 
a range of multi-disciplined routines, and eating 
a large breakfast, hours before his fight. Along 
with Zmeck, he had watched Mangutt, the  
Russian, shatter a lesser man’s sternum with 
his elbow before rupturing his spleen with a 
hard chop.  The Last Man, fought with devas-
tating combinations of muy thai leg strikes and 
one inch punches to the head of his opponent.  
Alberta Duke had brawled with his opponent 
for fifteen minutes before he exhaled a laugh, 
tripped his competition up and put his jaw into 
his brain with a boot kick. It seemed to Lazlo 
that many of the men here were nothing more 
than cannon fodder for the more skilled fight-
ers. He’d seen plenty of tournaments on plenty 
of islands.
 As Lazlo continued up the steps towards 
the Manor he came across Alberta Duke, smok-
ing a cigar and brandishing a buck knife.
 “They said, don’t bring any weapons. 
What’d you say?” asked Duke, looking down at 
Lazlo.
 “I don’t read memos,” he replied.
 Duke grinned, pulled the cigar from his 
mouth and then began to pick his teeth with the 
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large knife.
 “Hey hombre, is it just me or does this 
smell like shooting fish in a barrel?”
 “Depends on your definition of smells. 
All I’m getting is bullshit.”
 Duke stared Lazlo in the eye, and then 
winked. Putting his knife away in a scabbard 
attached to his belt at the small of his back.
 “I watched you fight that potato head 
there. Spinning kicks like that to keep yourself 
entertained?”
 “I’m fifteen minutes less tired than you 
are.”
 Duke nodded, looking down his dark-
ened calcified knuckles.
 “You may have something there. Alber-
ta Duke.”
 “Lazlo.”
 Lazlo passed the big man.
 “You workin’ for Zmeck?” Duke spoke 
and Lazlo turned to face him.”
 Lazlo shook his head.
 “Who you working for?”
 “I have a guy who vets these things for 
me. I just work.”
 “Well friendly piece of advice, this isn’t 
your standard run of the mill biological or 
chemical weapon. This is some real fubar shit, 
you understand?”
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 “Who are you working for?” replied 
Lazlo.
 “Well, I’ve got a line on antiquities. I’ve 
been smuggling South American treasure into 
the United States. Seems to be the boss of a 
Cartel, a real peyote in the desert type, caught 
wind of something mystical about to change 
hands. He sent me out here to see if I could dis-
cover what  Caiman is hiding but, Lazlo, I’ll bet 
you a porterhouse and a six pack that whatever 
it is, it ain’t holy.”
 “Well, I’m only being paid to stay here 
until things go to shit. Which better be soon, I 
don’t want to fight another one of those dough-
boys.” said Lazlo.
 “You got extraction?”
 “When I need it. How about you?”
 “I usually make things up as I go along.”
 Lazlo nodded and turned about to walk 
away again.
 “Say Lazlo, if shit hits the fan and you 
need a hand, I’m in 312.”
 “666” Replied Lazlo, walking up to the 
manor.
 

*********

When Lazlo entered the room, he began to 
undo the fight wraps he had on his hands and 
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feet. He went to a stone basin filled with ice and 
fruits and beers. He ate a handful of grapes be-
fore picking up a bottle of beer. He cut himself 
a lemon wedge, using the small knife provided 
in the room, and pushed it into his beer bottle 
before taking a swig. Then he went to the lav-
ish bath, and took a long hot shower. When he 
came out of the room, towel around his waist, 
there was a voluptuous young woman, clad in 
black negligee waiting for him on his bed.
 Despite all his strengths Lazlo was not 
immune to temptations of the flesh. This girl 
had been sent to his room by his host.  She 
purred for him on top of the thin sheets, arching 
her back and beckoning hither with her eyes. 
Lazlo felt that the peril he was sure to face lat-
er would not become more dangerous were he 
to indulge himself in a taste of what had been  
offered. He went to the bed, and took her, and 
had her many times before the sun dipped be-
neath the horizon.
 Years ago, Lazlo had tapped into the  
collective unconscious. By focusing and re-
treating into his mind he was able to access 
a vast network of primal ideas from a place 
beyond our dreams. He had lived through  
lifetimes in his mind as well as the minds and 
dreams of others, peering into the hearts of 
mankind. Outside space and time, where the 
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true power of existence is wielded. A dimen-
sion built on the foundation of the concretized  
reality you and I live in. Entities of pure life 
force exist here, a higher link in the essen-
tial evolutionary structure of intelligence and  
nature, this is what Lazlo had found in a con-
nected dimension where thought is incarnate. 
Among these thoughts he found Evil. 
 Lazlo had learned of the seeds of  
destruction that had been sown into the souls 
of every man, woman and child on the planet. 
The potential for great evil present in every  
being. Returned from these meditative seances, 
Lazlo found he had gained levels of perception 
that accompany such enlightenment. He now 
had access to martial techniques which had  
previously been lost to myth or folklore. Evil 
became clear to him. Evil stalked the earth, lay-
ing dormant in most people. In others, blooming 
like a vicious parasite, devouring it’s host and 
giving body to utter corruption. Now, laying in 
bed, while the girl slept, he could feel the evil. 
It had wrapped the manor like a veil and was  
attempting to isolate everything from the out-
side world.  Having faced ethereal malevolence 
such as this Lazlo had returned to our plane 
and had begun his life’s work of hunting evil. 
Political Corruption, War-Mongering, Dirty 
Bombs, for Lazlo that was breakfast. It was a 
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Evil from a higher dimension that now cast it’s 
web around the island. A being outside space-
time. There was no doubt in Lazlo’s armoured 
mind that Caiman had become host to more 
than just fighters.
 Then Lazlo saw glowing beneath the 
sheets. He lifted them and on the naked back of 
the girl was what he first thought was a tattoo. 
It wasn’t. A glowing red scar in a shape that he 
had seen before. The first time was in Roma-
nia, when Lazlo & Jacques had uncovered the 
dark remnants of the Third Reich’s experiments 
with magic & science. It was The Mark of the  
Demon: Demiurge. A high Achron from the 
depths of the primal unconsciousness, where 
thoughts run wild like feral beasts, bent on 
awakening the evils of the world. Lazlo could 
feel the heat as the mark rippled and scorched 
the covers. The girl rolled over and looked up 
at Lazlo, her face withered and rotting as she 
screamed while consumed by maggots. Lazlo 
leapt out of bed. The girl looked away and then 
back at him, her face had changed, the maggots 
were gone, her once beautiful visage split and 
peeling, her face flattened in like a bat’s. She 
hissed at him.
 “The Master is coming. You will be 
defenceless against his ability to penetrate your 
mind!”
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 Lazlo heard yells from the hall, then the 
scuffle bodies crashing around.
 “Who are you to not be corrupted by 
my touch?” a demon spoke through her.
 Lazlo was performing a complex series of  
Ninjitsu & Bushido finger knitting techniques, 
channeling his qui and drawing in energy 
through his bare feet on the hard wood floors. 
Soon his hand began to glow, as if white hot, 
and he covered the distance between him 
and the demon in half a second, grabbing 
the girl’s body by the throat and pressing his  
enchanted hand into the frightful face of the 
possessed. The creature screamed and strug-
gled, but Lazlo kept his mental defences strong 
and pressed into the girl’s mind, where he found 
the wretched little demon. It growled and 
puked insults, but Lazlo paid no mind.  The  
incorporeal form of Lazlo’s hands became hard 
as steel and he gripped the horrible infested 
idea by the throat, before beating it’s face in.
 “I’m The Hunter,” he said before he ma-
terialized a twelve inch Buck knife made of pure 
thought and cut the Demon’s connection to the 
girl’s mind, evaporating it from this plane of ex-
istence. Lazlo came back to the room, holding 
the poor girl in his arms. She was unconcious. 
Hopefully to think of it as a bad dream. There 
was no longer any scar on her back.
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 Lazlo dressed, withdrawing a set of 
hidden nunchaku from inside the lining of his 
leather jacket, affixing them together with a 
small chain from the same pocket. They were 
made of Indian ebony, with a silver core, and 
cut-in hand grips. Lazlo looked to the door of 
his room and listened to the sounds of a fight 
continuing out in the hall. 
 Alberta Duke was in the midst of taking 
on three demon-possessed tournament fighters 
when Lazlo exited his room. He was doing half 
decent, choking a bald headed man up against 
the wall, fighting one with a free arm, while 
he boot kicked another down the hall. Lazlo 
took a deep breath and spun across the hall,  
channeling his qui into the nunchaku which 
pulsed with energy as he smashed in the scull 
of the attacker who had been kicked away from 
Duke. Lazlo swung a kick into the guts of the 
next man, whom Duke was fighting with one 
arm, sending him six feet down the hall. Duke 
took his free arm, and the opportunity, to de-
liver an elbow blow to the temple of his cap-
tured man, ending him. The fighter down the 
hall was getting up, and growing claws and 
fangs. It charged them, launching itself off 
the walls. Lazlo was in the ready stance when 
the creature lunged at him. Turning sideways,  
Lazlo caught the beast in mid-air, wrapping the 
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nunchaku around the it’s throat, clothes-lining 
it and dropping it to the ground. He wrapped 
the ‘chuks tighter around the creature’s throat.
 “Where’s Caiman?”
 His captive hissed.
 “Speak, demon!”growled  Lazlo jaming 
a qui charged thumb into the possessed’s eye,  
spraying yellow bile.
 “At the altar!” It screetched before  
Lazlo broke it’s neck and stood up.
 “Just what in the hell is going on?” 
demanded Duke.
 “A High Achron, Demiurge, a demon, is 
here to corrupt us, and make us into his army 
of darkness. He’s probably possessing Caiman. 
I’m going to kill him.” said Lazlo, snapping his 
‘chucks so that all the brain matter stuck to 
them shot off and onto the wall. He made his 
way towards the back of the Manor.
 “So that’s why you came here,” said 
Duke, following Lazlo up the hall.
 “Not even close.”
 “Those boys scratched me up pretty 
good, is it contagious, the demon thing they got 
going on?”
 “No, if you could have been corrupt-
ed by their influence, it would have happened 
by now. You must have a strong spirit. But be 
careful, this Achron will eat your soul if it gets 
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the chance.”
 “There’s a fella here from Ohio?” said 
Duke, to which Lazlo turned around and 
scowled at him.
 “As long as you still have that big-ass 
knife, I’d suggest using it” said Lazlo gesturing 
at the blade on Duke’s back.
 They exited from the South side of the 
manor, which looked out over a cliff face of the 
island. The sky had turned purple and there 
were giant whirling storm clouds rushing in at 
them faster than the waves. The wind picked 
up and before them lay a glowing path into a 
darkened trail, leading out to a high altar atop 
a cliff. The path began to fill with glowing red 
eyes that gave way to horrible fangs, claws and 
stench of all the miscreant battlers who had 
ended up on the island, their minds too weak 
to resist the minor demons that now possessed 
them. Lazlo gestured to the woods and then the 
altar.
 “That’s where I’m going” Alberta Duke’s 
eyebrows raised and he started to laugh.
 “You call my guy, Jacques, get us some 
evac,” said Lazlo tossing his sat phone to Duke.
 “In this weather how am I supposed to 
get a signal? You’ve got no bars brother.”
 “There’s access to the satellite relay 
in the basement, boost your bars. You’re not 
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stupid, figure it out. Tell him to get his ass out 
here.”
 “What’s he flying, a submarine?”
 “Just tell him it’s no worse than what we 
went through in New Guinea or Cuba.”
 “Anything else?”
 “Yeah, tell him he he better be bringing 
me some serious firepower” said Lazlo before 
he took a running sprint down the path towards 
the Altar.
 He was surrounded on all sides. They 
came for him every few steps. Every motion 
forward was an attack, a strike, a death blow. 
An acrobatic fluid predestination, a place in 
time. His qui channeling through his body so 
strong that he didn’t even register contact with 
the air around him. His fists and weapon were a 
crushing extension of his fire hardened psyche. 
The beasts that reached for Lazlo were broken 
like brittle tree limbs by nunchaku, and crushed  
under the boot of The Hunter. Before long, 
the red eyes in the darkness ceased approach-
ing him, their cowardice outweighing their   
bloodlust. Steam rose from Lazlo, his weapon 
dented by bone, stained by blood. He continued 
to sprint until he came upon the rope bridge 
leading up to the altar. There was no resistance 
now.
 The altar was lit by an enormous bon-
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fire, backed with a twenty foot menhir and a 
surrounding ten foot stone wall. Caiman stood 
at the altar, floating every so light, radiating a 
purple energy similar to the colour of the sky. 
On either side of him, there was a demon-pos-
sessed fighter. He grinned and beckoned as  
Lazlo came to join the small group of un-pos-
sessed men who had survived to this point.
 Rupert Zmeck.  Valetreri Mangutt. The 
Last Man.
 “Uncorrupted by sin. You lay with a 
whore possessed by evil, and you are still with-
out a master. You must be worthy of something 
greater.”
 “Leave Achron.”
 Caiman’s face was stricken with a look 
of indignance.
 “You dare? I am the vessle to a higher 
authority. I am birthed of a thousand of your 
wretched existences, and you dare to order 
me!” Caiman’s face contorted and stretched, 
morphing into a reptilian snout. 
 “You have no authority here, Demon.”
 “Lazlo what the hell are you doing 
man?!” yelled Zmeck, the wind whipping up 
his hair and karate gui. 
 “Zmeck, whatever he’s offering you it’s 
not worth it.”
 “Power beyond imagination, access to 
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higher dimensions, immortality? Join us Laz-
lo.”
 “HE MUST! It is written!” roared the 
now overgrown Caiman, having taken the form 
of a fifteen foot anthropomorphic alligator, with 
armoured scales, blackening claws, and fear-
some daggers for teeth. “I demand the sacri-
fice!”
 The obedient demons beside Caiman 
brought their hosts forward. Caiman’s long 
glittering claws spilled the bodies upon the 
altar, their spirits separating from their flesh, 
and calling down a connection with a higher 
order.
 “The body has been cleaved, the soul 
connects us to echelon! Now is the time!”
 Thunder and lightning roared through 
the sky, spiking down all around them, chan-
neling their energy into the tremendous menhir 
which began to light with energy and hidden 
symbols.
 “Der’mo. The power” said Mangutt.
 “Zmeck, you don’t want this. What he’s 
about to unleash cannot be reversed!” yelled 
Lazlo, pointing at the mad billionare.
 Lazlo charged forward but was knocked 
aside by The Last Man. Lazlo rolled backwards 
onto his feet and began to attack the Man with 
his nunchaku. The Man defended against the 
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weapon without room for critique and soon  
Lazlo tried to evade him all together. Cai-
man was reciting ancient incantations. Blood 
continued to pool into the giant stone basins 
around the altar. Lazlo ran for the wall and 
digging in with his boot plate, launched him-
self over the Last Man, and through the air to-
wards the Gator, swinging his battered weapon.  
Caiman finished his spell and raised his arms. 
He roared, flame bursting from his mouth. Laz-
lo was still in the air.
 Four direct bolts of lightning came 
out of the sky and drove themselves through  
Lazlo, Mangutt, Zmeck and the Last Man. The 
lightning had blown open a portion of the wall 
surrounding the altar and Lazlo was thrown 
spinning through it, almost rolling off the edge 
of the cliff. He saved himself with an iron grip 
on the edge of the rocks.
 “BEHOLD! My new Horse Men of 
the Apocalypse!” cackled Caiman.
 Lazlo hurt all over, but he pulled him 
self up the edge of the cliff and watched as 
Caiman gestured to the three other men. All 
of them seemed to be taken ahold of by some-
thing. They rose to their feet, greater in stature 
than they had been. Zmeck was aged no lon-
ger, leaner, with less grey in his hair. Mangutt 
had verily doubled in size, his muscles pulsating 
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and pumping fire through his veins. The Last 
Man had grown only a small bit taller, but there 
was a static darkness to him; an unexplained 
infinite zero point in space-time that wrapped 
him. As the pain began to recede, Lazlo real-
ized that he too felt stronger, as if something in-
side him he had never known had become alive. 
The same fire was running in his veins and he 
could feel the molecules of air surrounding him 
snap, crackle and pop with electricity. He was 
in touch with the matteria of the world, feeling 
every connection to every aspect of this realms 
corporeal frame and fundamentals. He stepped 
to his feet and brushed off some rocks, feeling 
their trajectory through the air and into the 
ground. He grit his teeth, steadied his breathing 
and then pointed on at the Caiman beast, the 
conduit through which the sinister Archon now 
pried its way into our world. 
 “Demon, your time on this plane is 
over!” commanded Lazlo.
 The three other men shifted their gaze 
towards Lazlo. Their eyes all had a cloudy qual-
ity to them, their minds in shroud, possessed by 
something greater than the sum of their flesh. 
Then Lazlo felt it. The creature in his mind. He 
closed his eyes and took presence in his own 
subconscious. 
 “Hunter, you have ventured too close to 
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the edge of your consciousness.” came a mock-
ing voice.
 “Be gone from me wretch.”
 “You dare? I have seen the fall of  
Babylon, The Spanish Inquisition, the Rape of 
Nanking, every genocide. You will now car-
ry the Mark of the Demon, and pay tribute to 
those who came before!”
 “ So which pony boy are you supposed 
to be?” said Lazlo.
 The ethereal voice condensed and found 
form as a mist in Lazlo’s thought chamber.  It 
waved a finger at him.
 A blade sprung to Lazlo’s hand and he 
drove it forward, into seeming nothingness.
 “Psychic weapons will do you no good 
Hunter. I am eternal and can never be de-
stroyed. I am permanent, as is your fate in 
bringing about the end of days.”
 Lazlo drew upon his blade which glowed 
and shimmered tearing a hole in existence itself. 
Lazlo had shifted their consciousness outside 
his own mind and and into the limbotic realm. 
Between mind and body, they hung suspended. 
As Lazlo cut through space and time once more 
, a vacuum was created, drawing the misting  
essence of the Horseman with it. 
 “You may remove my presence, but you 
cannot avoid what you are now. Antichrist” 
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it said before it was drawn into the highway  
arteries of the eternity, to be carried away but 
not destroyed. 
 Lazlo gasped and came back to the third 
dimension, rain now pouring down around 
him, thunder and lightening ripping through 
black skies. The others were still staring at him. 
Somewhere in the distance Lazlo heard a heli-
copter.
 “He has…he has removed our Brother!” 
roared Caiman. “You dare to think you can stop 
the Apocalypse!”
 “It’ll take more than you’ve got” said 
Lazlo spitting out blood while steam rose from 
his body and he lowered himself into a ready 
stance, gripping his nunchuks and making the 
bring-it gesture with his hand.
 To see a half-man half-alligator gape in sur-
prise is truly a great thing to witness in life, thought 
Lazlo just as the helicopter rose up from below 
the cliff. Jacques had snuck in at a low alti-
tude and made his way up to the Altar. Lazlo 
looked over his shoulder and saw Alberta Duke 
revving the engine on a mini-gun loaded with 
NATO standard 7.62 cartridges. Lazlo charged 
for cover behind a boulder just as the weap-
on came alive, spitting flame and wreaking  
devastation as it cut a swath across the Altar. 
Lazlo looked up to see the other 3 Horsemen 
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ducking out, running towards the Manor and 
certain escape. Only Caiman remained. He 
took several direct hits from the weapon but it it 
did not phase him at all, the tank busting bullets 
shattering against the armour of the alligator. 
Duke had over heated the gun and Lazlo could 
smell burning oil. The alligator man drew in a 
great breath as the helicopter swung in the air, 
and then roared out a giant fireball that missed 
the ‘copter by only feet. Jacques backed the the 
vehicle up, swinging it dangerously through the 
air. Lazlo got to his feet. Duke lit up a flare, 
made eye contact with Lazlo and, hurled him 
his AA-12 Assault shotgun.
 As the gun entered Lazlo’s hand it was 
as if he could feel every aspect of it. As if it 
were an extension of himself. He knew that the  
safety was off, that the first half the twenty 
round tommy gun style ammunition drum was 
loaded with his special 1oz butterflying shotgun 
slugs, and the second half was FRAG-12 explo-
sive shells. Lazlo began to draw on the ener-
gy around him, channeling it into his legs as he 
leapt over the boulder which had been his cover 
and charged on Caiman, delivering three slugs 
to his stomach before he faced a return fireball, 
rolling sideways. Lazlo snorted, spat, and slung 
the shotgun up and around his back while he 
sprinted at Caiman. Pebbles and debris levitat-
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ed and dropped in a puff of dirt and dust as he 
drew the energy of the world into his enhanced 
qui. Lazlo launched himself at Caiman, swing-
ing around behind him and grappling up his 
body. The Gator man used his broad sharp tail 
to buck Lazlo off, sending him flipping through 
the air to land on his feet six meters away. His 
hands began to buzz, and he could feel ener-
gy crackling through his fingers as he moved 
in close against the immense reptilian monster 
towering above him.
 Lazlo cut a devastating kick into the 
stomach of Caiman, cracking a patch of armour 
plating. The Gator doubled over and Lazlo 
grabbed him by the face and toppled him. Then 
he punched in him twenty times in eye, elbowed 
his head into an upcoming knee and pried his 
mouth open with an arm and a foot. While the 
creature was still dazed, Lazlo stomped it’s jaw 
bone into oblivion. He reached in and ripped 
out two of the creature’s massive teeth and 
drove them into its eyes, while it howled in pain. 
Caiman wheezed and attempted to breath more 
fire, but his concussions were so multiplied that 
the his brain was not working. Lazlo busted 
out two more of the giant alligator’s teeth and 
stabbed it up into the soft pallete of the lengthy 
‘gator mouth while Caiman bellowed, his body 
writhing on the ground. The Achron was los-
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ing it’s hold, as the creature was lost to it’s own 
painful existence. Lazlo waited a half moment, 
but then the possessed wretch of a being began 
to mock him, gurgling through blood, spit and 
pain.
 “You cannot destroy me, Hunter! I 
live beyond the veil! I will return and I will 
take more like this Caiman, I will corrupt 
your world, nudging you ever closer to the  
inevitable. You are to bring about the final 
judgement of your universe. Whether you like 
it or not, that is your fate!”
 Lazlo kicked the creature in the face 
again, and unloaded the last of the slugs from 
the assault shotgun into the creatures’s open 
mouth and head. Then he shot an explosive 
shell down its gullet for good measure. Caiman 
made a series spasmodic flails and a detonation 
was heard inside the beast before it belched 
blood and guts, then was still. Once an evil 
man made more evil by the possession of a dark  
being, now just a thick skinned bag of reptilian 
hamburger. That’s what Lazlo does to Evil. 
 The island beneath Lazlo’s feet began to 
rumble and the altar glowed, giant fires spring-
ing from nowhere by the darkest magics. The 
Altar had been tainted, incomplete was the  
ritual. The half satisfied magic demanded  
something in return for the powers that had 
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been used. Everything began to crumble  
beneath Lazlo’s feet as the fires began to rage, 
consuming the foliage and ripping a terrify-
ing path across the island towards the manor. 
The chopper stabilized above him and Duke 
dropped down a rope ladder. Lazlo took one 
last look back at Caiman, now reverted to the 
body of a man with his insides blown out across 
the shattering masonry of the Altar. His eyes 
came alive for a moment and he hissed at Lazlo,
 “Your time will come Hunter! You will 
be the end!”
 The ground beneath Lazlo’s feet began 
to give away,  and the chopper above him began 
to take off. Lazlo missed the ladder and then the 
entire cliff face began to crumble. Jacques was 
turning around and attempting to come back, 
but Lazlo waved him off, unloading two explo-
sive shells at the base of the twenty foot menhir. 
It began to topple towards the ocean and Laz-
lo ran for it, using the extended length to leap 
for the rope ladder, taking hold as the Island  
beneath him crumbled and collapsed, sinking 
into the sea. Thunder and lightning of the storm 
continued to rage around the men as they made 
their escape. Lazlo climbed to the deck of the 
chopper and took Duke’s hand, helping him 
into a seat. Duke looked at him, amazed. Lazlo’s 
head was still steaming. The leather of his jack-
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et: scorched battered and torn. He had blood on 
his boots, hands and face, though not much of 
it was his. Lazlo took notice that the girl he had 
exorcised earlier was strapped into a chopper 
seat, along with three other terrified, confused 
beauties. Jacques was in the pilot seat, taking 
them higher, the pitching fourty foot waves  
beneath them roared like a giant lost soul.
 “Jesus, bud you all right?” said Duke.
 “Why were you fighting a giant alliga-
tor? What happened here ?” said Jacques try-
ing to keep the chopper steady.
 “Well,” said Lazlo, looking back as the 
fiery island disappeared into the sea along with 
all trace of it’s unholy purpose, “Looks like I 
found someone to fight.” 
 Lazlo turned forward and looking out 
the front window, he could see the demonic 
skies clearing andstorm evaporating from the 
horizon, just as the sun began to come up.
 “So much for our Vacation,” groaned 
the regretful voice of the Frenchman.
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